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Assignment 2 Home

• Assignment 2 Home:
http://people.cs.pitt.edu/~charmgil/courses/
cs2710_2014/assign2/

• You can download the assignment and the base code.

• The tournament related announcements will be posted.



The base code...

• Two files are provided (written in Python 3):

• driver.py - takes care of all the exterior stuff, such as 
launching checkers, displaying the progress, and 
measuring time.

• checkers.py - provides the game engine.

• Note that driver_P2.py and checkers_P2.py are available 
for Python 2. But, in order to participate in the 
tournament, your submission should be in Python 3.



Running the code

• driver.py loads and initializes the resources, and 
launches the game.
  -bash-3.2$ python3 driver.py Checkers1 Checkers2

• Alternatively, you can manually call play() to launch a 
game. The arguments are given as:
  play(“red_checkers”,”black_checkers”)

• It will start a game of the two players - red_checkers.py 
and black_checkers.py - on a 7x7 checkerboard.

• Note that “red_checkers” go first.



Running the code

• The initial configuration of the checkerboard looks 
like this (see #94-102 in driver.py):
    7 : . r . r . r . r
    6 : r . r . r . r .
    5 : . r . r . r . r
    4 : . . . . . . . .
    3 : . . . . . . . .
    2 : b . b . b . b .
    1 : . b . b . b . b
    0 : b . b . b . b .
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

• For testing purpose, you can start a game from a 
different initial configuration:
  play(“red”,”black”,start_state=Test_Board1)

• Test_Board1, Test_Board2, Test_Board3 are provided in 
driver.py. You can freely modify these for your experiments 
(note that you are not submitting driver.py).



Running the code

• checkers.py contains the game engine, in which the 
basic tree search algorithm is implemented.

• Your job is to come up with two different versions of 
checkers by implementing different evaluation 
(heuristic) and cutoff functions.

•  #97-113 evalFun(node,space,player) shows an example 
evaluation function.

•  #115-119 cutoff(state,depth,space,player) shows an 
example cutoff function.



Running the code: driver.py

• (You may skip next two pages, if you find they are too much detail.)

• driver.py treats checkers.py (or whatever your checkers filename) as a class. driver.py 
instantiates two checkers objects (Aplayer and Bplayer; hereafter, players) according 
to the class definitions you supply (#166-173 in driver.py).

• Then driver.py initializes a game (#175-188 in driver.py) and runs the game until the 
game is over (#192-272 in driver.py).

• On each turn (on each iteration of the while loop; #192-272 in driver.py), driver.py 
asks the players in turn what the next move is (#196 in driver.py).

• Once a player makes a decision, driver.py checks if the game is over (#199-206 in 
driver.py), checks the validity of the move (#208-253, 262 in driver.py), updates 
the checkerboard (#263 in driver.py) and the screen (#255-260 in driver.py), and 
does bookkeeping (#261-272 in driver.py).



Running the code: checkers.py

• (You may skip this page, if you find it is too much detail.)

• The players are the instances of the GameEngine class (#5-19 in checkers.py).

• Upon the call of nextMove(self,state) (#13-19 in checkers.py), a player seeks for 
the best move and makes a decision based on state.

• state simply contains the current checkerboard configuration in a list structure 
(see #94-132 in driver.py).

• Wrapping of state into Node is made, in order to organize through internal 
hierarchy and make the utility functions available (#16 in checkers.py).

• PLAYER contains the player identifier: ‘r’ or ‘b’

• Expanding the search space according to the next valid moves, pruning according 
to the alpha-beta pruning rules, and making a decision are automatically handled 
by calling maxv(node,parentα,parentβ,depth,space,player) (#18 in 
checkers.py).



Improving the code

• Your job is to implement different evaluation 
(heuristic) and cutoff functions (#91-119 in checkers.py).

• Evaluation (heuristic)

• By defining your evaluation function, you are basically scoring 
each of the different checkerboard configurations.

• Try to come up with better methods that can effectively reflect 
the goodness of a move.

• You can define new variables that capture the different aspects 
on the checkerboard and use different weighting methods to 
score the configurations.



Improving the code

• evalFun(node,space,player)
• node - contains the current checkerboard.

• node.state.board (#98 in checkers.py) contains the current 
checkerboard configuration in a list structure (see #94-132 in driver.py).

• By accessing node.parent.state.board, you can look up the previous 
checkerboard. Similarly, node.parent.parent.state.board works.

• space - contains white spaces for the screen dump (you 
don’t need to touch this)

• player - contains the player identifier: ‘r’ or ‘b’



Improving the code

• Your job is to implement different evaluation 
(heuristic) and cutoff functions (#91-119 in checkers.py).

• Cutoff

• Your cutoff function will determine when to stop expanding 
the search.

• You can also take the checkerboard configuration into account 
to decide whether to prune the node.



Improving the code

• cutoff(state,depth,space,player)
• state - contains the current checkerboard.

• state.board contains the current checkerboard configuration in a list 
structure (see #94-132 in driver.py).

• depth - contains the search depth (a number) from the 
current state.

• space - contains white spaces for the screen dump (you 
don’t need to touch this)

• player - contains the player identifier: ‘r’ or ‘b’



Tips

• By having PrintFlag = 1 (#504 in checkers.py), you can 
turn on “verbose mode.”



Thanks &

Good Luck!


